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Abstract: High resolution remote sensing (HRRS) images are widely used in many sensitive fields,
and their security should be protected thoroughly. Integrity authentication is one of their major
security problems, while the traditional techniques cannot fully meet the requirements. In this paper,
a perceptual hashing based forensics scheme is proposed for the integrity authentication of a HRRS
image. The proposed scheme firstly partitions the HRRS image into grids and adaptively pretreats
the grid cells according to the entropy. Secondly, the multi-scale edge features of the grid cells are
extracted by the edge chains based on the adaptive strategy. Thirdly, principal component analysis
(PCA) is applied on the extracted edge feature to get robust feature, which is then normalized and
encrypted with secret key set by the user to receive the perceptual hash sequence. The integrity
authentication procedure is achieved via the comparison between the recomputed perceptual hash
sequence and the original one. Experimental results have shown that the proposed scheme has good
robustness to normal content-preserving manipulations, has good sensitivity to detect local subtle
and illegal tampering of the HRRS image, and has the ability to locate the tampering area.
Keywords: perceptual hashing; forensics of tampering; high-resolution remote sensing image;
image security; integrity authentication

1. Introduction
With the development of remote sensing technology, high resolution remote sensing (HRRS)
image is of great help for various fields. The increasing spatial resolution provides new opportunities
for advancing remote sensing image analysis and understanding, making it possible to develop novel
approaches that were not possible before, especially for defense and military applications. However,
it has resulted in a significant challenge: how to ensure the security of HRRS image, particularly the
data integrity authentication. Loopholes in data management systems, threats from human factors,
and the openness of computer networks make HRRS images vulnerable to various unintentional
or intentional tampering attacks during transmission, storage, and use. As a HRRS image has the
characteristics of high accuracy and security, if its integrity was affected, its value would be greatly
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reduced. In other words, the forensics scheme for the integrity authentication of a HRRS image has
important practical significance.
Traditional forensics techniques for data authentication mainly include cryptographic hash
functions, digital signatures, and fragile watermarks. Hash functions (e.g., MD5, SHA-1) and digital
signatures (e.g., DSA, ECDSA) are very sensitive to bit-level changes in the data, which means as long
as the data undergoes an one-bit change, it is considered that the data has been the subject of tamper.
This sensitivity is necessary for the authentication of text data, but it is not suitable for image data,
including a HRRS image. If data compression or a format conversion operation is performed on HRRS
images, the available content they contained does not change, which means the hash function and
digital signature technology cannot properly authenticate the HRRS image. The fragile watermark
embeds the authentication information in the data, and the embedded information can be extracted to
authenticate the integrity of the data. However, the fragile watermark will modify the original data,
and the modification would be not permitted for many of the HRRS images. Moreover, the fragile
watermarking mainly uses the nature of the watermark itself, and does not emphasize the embedded
content, which means it focuses on the change of the data carrier. In summary, traditional forensics
techniques such as cryptographic Hash functions, digital signatures, and fragile watermarks cannot
fully solve the problem of integrity authentication for a HRRS image. Perceptual hashing, also known
as the perceptual hash algorithm, provides a new feasible solution for the forensics of HRRS image.
Perceptual hashing originates from digital watermarking technology, and the earliest perceptual
hashing is used to generate the embedded information of watermark. Perceptual hashing is a class
of one way mappings from multimedia presentations to a perceptual hash sequence in terms of their
perceptual content [1]. A perceptual hash algorithm maps an input image into a compactible feature
vector called perceptual hash sequence, which is a short summary of an image’s perceptual content
and could be applied to content identification, retrieval, authentication, etc. The significant difference
between perceptual hashing and cryptographic hash function is that the perceptual hash sequence
will not be changed by operations that do not change the data content, such as format conversion or
compression. According to different multimedia objects, a perceptual hash algorithm can be classified
into an image perceptual hash algorithm, audio perceptual hash algorithm, video perceptual hash
algorithm, and so on.
There have been many scholars and institutions that have developed image perceptual hash
algorithms [2–26], there are relatively few research results for remote sensing images, and especially
few for the forensics of a HRRS image. Although there are many similarities between HRRS images
and ordinary images in terms of format and storage, HRRS images have specific characteristics of
spatial data. Perceptual hash algorithm for ordinary images cannot satisfy the forensics requirements
of integrity authentication for HRRS images.
The HRRS image not only has high-precision, measurable, and high-security properties,
but also has distinct multi-scale features. With the continuous improvement of spatial resolution,
high-resolution images contain increasingly more information, and feature extraction methods on a
single scale that can no longer reflect the valid content of the image. Aiming at high requirements of
measuring accuracy and the scale characteristics of the HRRS image, this paper proposes a perceptual
hash algorithm based on multiscale robust edge feature for the forensics of integrity authentication for
the HRRS image.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of perceptual hashing
and discusses the related work. Section 3 describes our proposed scheme in details. Section 4 presents
our experimental results and analysis. Conclusions are finally made in Section 5.
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2. Related Works
2.1. Overview of Perceptual Hash Algorithm
As HRRS image and common image share the same physical existence form, we refer to the related
research of the image perceptual hash algorithm. Image perceptual hash algorithms provide reliable
image recognition, image authentication, image retrieval, and other applications. Different applications
often have different requirements for perceptual hash algorithms. For image authentication, an ideal
image perceptual hash algorithm should satisfy the following requirements:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

Robustness: The robustness is the most striking difference between the perceptual hash
algorithm and the cryptographic hash function. The cryptographic hash function implements the
authentication of the image at the binary level, while the perceptual hash algorithm considers
whether the available content of the image has been changed.
Sensitivity to tampering: The perceptual hash algorithm has to be sensitive to malicious
tampering operations, which means the visually distinct images should have significantly
different hash sequences.
Security: The effective content of the image content cannot be obtained from the perceptual hash
sequence, that is, the calculation of image hashing depends on a secret key.
Compactness: When the above characteristics are satisfied, the perceptual hash sequence
generated by the algorithm should be as compact as possible. A short perceptual hash sequence
is convenient for storage, transfer, and use.
Tamper localization: In some applications, the perceptual hash algorithm should also be able to
locate where the image was tampered with.

Perceptual hash algorithms generally include the following steps: image preprocessing, feature
extraction, quantization, and hash generation, in which the extraction of features is the key step.
According to the different methods of perceptual feature extraction, the perceptual hash algorithm
can be roughly divided into the following categories: image statistical information based algorithms,
rough representation of image based algorithms, transform domain coefficients based algorithms,
feature point based algorithms, matrix decomposition based algorithms, as well as other algorithms:
1.

2.

Image statistical information based algorithms generally utilize statistical features such as
histogram mean and variance of image blocks. Xiang et al. [2] propose a robust perceptual
hash algorithm by using the invariance of the image histogram shape to geometric deformations.
The robustness of the algorithm is achieved by using the histogram shape invariance. Xu et al. [3]
propose a robust image hash scheme using a multi-resolution histogram for image copy detection,
which is invariant to rigid motions and robust to noise. Tang et al. [4] propose a perceptual hash
algorithm based on statistical features for color images, which extracts local color features by
calculating the block mean and variance. Fang et al. [5] use image statistical information based
perceptual hashing for person re-identification, which generates the perceptual hash vector by
calculating the average gray value of all pixels. These kinds of algorithms have the advantages
of simple principle and good robustness, but the attacker can modify the image content while
keeping the image statistical information unchanged, and the security is insufficient. Moreover,
there is a certain deficiency in the compactness of the algorithms.
Rough representation of image based algorithms mostly make use of the coarse features of the
image to be perceptual of the valid content. Swaminathan et al. [6] propose an image perceptual
hash algorithm based on Fourier transform features and controlled randomization, which is
resilient to content-preserving modifications, such as moderate geometric and filtering distortions.
Saad et al. [7] propose a content-based image authentication scheme, which exploits the scalability
of a structural digital signature to achieve a good trade off between security and image transfer
for networked image applications. Ahmed et al. [8] propose a hash-based image authentication
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scheme that uses a secret key to randomly modulate image pixels to create a transformed feature
space. This type of method has robust to subtle image modifications, but is more vulnerable to
local malicious tampering.
Transform domain coefficients based algorithms mainly take the invariant relationship between
the coefficients of the image after discrete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) as the perceptual feature. Lin et al. [9] present a method for image authentication based on
the invariance of the relationships between DCT coefficients at the same position in separate blocks
of an image. Lu et al. [10] present an image authentication scheme by making use of the interscale
relationship of wavelet coefficients. Zhang et al. [11] propose an authentication signature method
for image based on Hotelling’s T-square Statistic (HTS) via a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
of block DCT coefficients. Wang et al. [12] present a perceptual hashing for image copy-move
forgery detection scheme, which generates the perceptual hash feature based on the DCT coefficient
of the fixed-size image blocks. Yang et al. [13] propose an image hash algorithm based on wave
atom transform (WAT) using distributed source coding, providing a better performance than
existing WAT. This type of approach is relatively insufficient for the geometric transformation
of images.
Feature point based algorithms. Monga et al. [14] propose an image hashing paradigm based on
an iterative feature detector to extract significant geometry preserving feature points. Liu et al. [15]
propose an image hash algorithm based on the SIFT operator, which is robust to geometric attacks.
In this algorithm, the image digest is constructed through filtering and compressing the SIFT
feature vector, which is followed by the quantization based on the centroid of feature vector.
Wang et al. [16] propose an image forensic approach for content authenticity analysis. In the
proposed method, adaptive Harris corner detection algorithm is used to extract image feature
points, then the statistics of the feature point neighborhood are used to construct a forensic
signature. Zhao et al. [17] propose a second-order image hash approach based on SIFT for
image retrieval. Feature point based algorithms have relatively good robustness, while there are
ubiquitous deficiencies in computational complexity. Moreover, those methods cannot prove the
uniqueness of image content, that is, images with the same feature point may not have the same
content, which makes the security of the perceptual hash algorithm insufficient.
Matrix decomposition based algorithms. Kozat et al. [18] propose an image hash algorithm based
on singular value decomposition. Sun et al. [19] present a perceptual hash method based on
non-negative matrix factorizations (NMF) and principal component analysis (PCA), in which
NMF is used to capture the local features of the image. Xiang et al. [20] improve the NMF based
perceptual hash algorithm by constraining blocking range and adopting appropriate block size,
which provides a satisfactory robustness to image rotation. Tang et al. [21] designed an image
hashing based on nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) and ring partition, which has good
discriminative capability. In general, matrix decomposition based perceptual hash algorithms are
more sensitive to geometric attacks.
Other algorithms. Chen et al. [22] developed an image hash algorithm based on invariants of
radial Tchebichef moments. It generates an image hash sequence by adaptive quantization of the
invariants of radial Tchebichef moments. Qin et al. [23] designed a hybrid feature extraction based
perceptual hashing scheme for color images, in which image normalization, Gaussian low-pass
filtering, SVD and Canny operator are applied on the image to improve the robustness of the
scheme. Chen et al. [24] propose a novel compressive sensing based perceptual hash algorithm for
visual tracking, which constructs a perceptual feature by means of intensity histogram and DCT
based on illumination and contour profile. Cui et al. [25] proposed a 3D images hash algorithm
by selecting suitable Dual-tree complex wavelet transform coefficients. Yang et al. [26] proposed
a perceptual image hashing algorithm by combining latent low-rank representation and rotation
invariant uniform local binary patterns.
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However, only a few researches on the perceptual hashing for remote sensing image have been
carried out, especially for a HRRS image. In the existing research, an adaptive grid partitioning based
perceptual hash algorithm is proposed in [27] for the authentication of remote sensing (RS) images,
which is essentially the extension of the image perceptual hash algorithm. An edge-feature based
perceptual hash algorithm is proposed in [28] to meet the requirements of authentication accuracy
partly, while it is not specifically for the HRRS image and it extracts the edge features of different
regions of the image at a fixed scale, which makes the sensitivity insufficient for HRRS image forensics.
In [29], a perceptual hash algorithm for multi-spectral (MS) remote sensing image authentication is
proposed, while its research priority is how to classify the bands of the MS images into several clusters
and it takes the traditional DWT based feature extraction approach.
In fact, there are quite differences between the characteristics of MS images and HRRS images.
A MS image is characterized by a lower spatial resolution than the HRRS image, but a higher spectral
resolution. What is more, each band is taken at a specific wavelength and has explicit physical meaning.
In contrast, the HRRS image usually has only one to three wave bands, and its outstanding characteristic
is that it has higher spatial resolution and scale features. In this paper, we extend the research to HRRS
image based on [28,29]. The design of the perceptual hash algorithms for HRRS image forensics should
also be based on the data characteristics and application environment of the HRRS image.
2.2. High Resolution Remote Sensing Image
The HRRS image is essentially the energy distribution map of the electromagnetic radiation
characteristics of the ground object obtained by the remote sensor. HRRS images can provide more
and more detailed ground features, including not only large-scale features such as water bodies and
farm fields, but also small-scale features such as automobiles and traffic signs. It not only contains
rich spectral information, but also contains the shape structure and texture information of a large
number of objects. Compared with the traditional low or moderate resolution remote sensing image,
the meter and sub-meter resolution HRRS images contain multiple scene classes, sufficient diversities,
and variations.
HRRS images have high requirements for measurement accuracy. After geometric correction and
radiation correction, each pixel of the HRRS image has its own coordinates, which can be measured
and positioned according to the scale and coordinates. It requires the forensics scheme of integrity
authentication to detect subtle changes in the local image. On the other hand, edge features play an
important role in the recognition, understanding and analysis of the HRRS images. The edge information
is closely related to the object segmentation, and it is the carrier of objects such as roads and rivers.
However, there are relatively few edge features based perceptual hash algorithms. It is mainly
due to the relative lack of robustness to content-preserving operations compared with other image
features, such as statistics of image, and rough representation of images. For example, edge features
do not preserve better robustness to image rotation operation. While the edge features can meet the
requirements of measurement accuracy of HRRS image. For geometrically corrected HRRS image,
rotation will change the available content of the image and is considered to be an illegal operation.
If the local edge feature of HRRS image changes greatly, it often means that the available content on
the image has been tampered with, which also loses its application value. Compared with traditional
color, statistical information, and other features based perceptual hash algorithms, edge feature based
perceptual hash algorithm can perform integrity verification on HRRS images with higher precision.
The traditional methods of edge extraction mainly include Prewitt, Sobel, Roberts, Kirsch, Canny,
Log, etc. However, these methods use the gradient magnitudes as information, which make them
difficult to distinguish the faint edge pixels from the noise, and the extracted edge features are not
suited to directly generate the of hash sequences. Edge drawing [30] uses more direction information
than Canny on its novel edge linking process.
Edge drawing first spots sparse points along rows and columns called anchors, and then joins
these anchors via a smart, heuristic edge tracing procedure. It produces a set of edge segments,
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which are chains of edge pixels. Edge drawing is fast and uses more direction information than Canny
on its novel edge linking process. Instead of the traditional gradient-based methods; e.g., Canny,
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3.1. HRRS Image Preprocessing
Taking the data’s massive characteristics of HRRS images into account, the amount of
information in different regions of the same image may not be the same. For instance, the edge
information is often more abundant in regions with complex textures. Therefore, the proposed
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3.1. HRRS Image Preprocessing
Taking the data’s massive characteristics of HRRS images into account, the amount of information
in different regions of the same image may not be the same. For instance, the edge information is often
more abundant in regions with complex textures. Therefore, the proposed scheme performs distinctive
feature extraction on different regions of the image: It divides the HRRS image into grids and extracts
different levels of edge information according to the information entropy of the grid units, which not
only enables more accurate forensics of tampering for information-rich regions, but also reduces the
overall computational complexity of the algorithm and enhances the robustness of the algorithm.
Taking into account the characteristics of multi-bands of remote sensing images, bands of the
HRRS image are fused based on the weighted fusion method. Let the original image and the fused
image be denoted as R and F respectively:
N

F ( x, y) =

∑ αk Rk (x, y)

(1)

k =1

where Rk denotes the different bands of the original image; N denotes the number of bands of R; Rk (x,y)
and F(x,y) denote the pixel values of the band Rk and the fused image F coordinates (x,y), respectively;
N

αk denotes Pixel weighted weights ( ∑ αk = 1), which should be based on the correlation of the band
k =1

content. In order to make the fusion result more in line with the human eye’s visual characteristics,
the weighting coefficients are 0.30, 0.59, and 0.11, respectively. For single-band images, band fusion
operations are not required.
The fused image F is then partitioned into W × H grid cells, and each grid cell is denoted as Gij in
which i = 1, 2, . . . , W, j = 1, 2, . . . , H. By analyzing the algorithm flow, it can be concluded that the
grid cell should be larger than 256 × 256 pixels and smaller than 512 × 512 pixels. The size of the grid
cells is then unified, that is, the grid resolution is unified to m × m pixels by bilinear interpolation.
Our work aims at designing such a scheme with good balance between cost and performance.
The major computation in the scheme are as follows: grid partition, band fusion, extraction of
multi-scale edge features for each grid cell, and the feature encryption. However, encryption is
conducted only one time for each HRRS image, grid partition, and band fusion are lightweight.
Therefore, the bottleneck of computation lies in the extraction of multi-scale edge features for each
grid cell. To reduce the computational complexity and taking tampering sensitivity into consideration,
the scheme adaptively determines the number of scales of edge feature extraction and the size of
a unified grid cell. What is more, as the tamper location ability is based on the resolution of the
grid division, the higher the resolution of the grid partition, the more fine-grained the authentication
granularity would be, and the granularity of the differentiating extracted edge features would also be
finer, while the computational cost would be raised. The choice of the grid partition resolution thus
presents a trade-off between the cost and the ability of tampering location.
In this paper, a two-level adaptive process is taken to describe the algorithm. As information
entropy can reflect the amount of average information in the image, information entropy is adopted
to measure the amount of the image grid cell. For a grid cell Qij of size M × N pixels, the entropy is
as follows:
255

E( Qij ) = − ∑ pn ln pn
n =0

where pn represents the probability of occurrence of a pixel with a gray value n in the grid cell Qij .

(2)
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As shown in Formula (3) and (4), after setting the threshold T of the information entropy,
the number of scales of the edge feature extraction is adaptively determined and each grid cell
Qij is subjected to differentiated preprocessing according to the value of the information entropy.
(
Lij =
(
mij =

L1 , E( Qij ) ≥ T
L2 , E( Qij ) < T

(3)

m1 , E( Qij ) ≥ T
m2 , E( Qij ) < T

(4)

If information entropy of the grid cell Qij , that is E(Qij ), is greater than or equal to threshold
T, the highest level Lij is recommended as L1 for the region (grid cell) that contains a relatively rich
amount of information, and the size of the grid cell is changed to m1 × m1 by interpolation algorithm.
If E(Qij ) is less than or equal to T, Lij is recommended as L2 (L1 > L2 ), for the relatively smooth region,
and the size of the grid cell is changed to m2 × m2 (m1 > m2 ). In the experiment, m1 and m2 is set to
128 and 64 respectively, and L1 and L2 is set to 3 and 2 respectively.
3.2. Multi-Scale Edge Feature Extraction
Multi-scale edge feature of the grid cell Qij will be extracted after the preprocessing stage, which is
built upon pyramids and edge drawing to detect edge chains at each scale. Instead of testing individual
pixels within the edge areas for being edge, we first spot a subset of pixels (called the anchors) and
then connect these anchors to get the edge. The multi-scale edge feature process can be summarized
as follows:
Step 1. Build a Lij -layer image pyramid P for each grid cell Qij .
To suppress the noise, a 3 × 3 Gaussian filter with the standard deviation σ = 1 is applied on
the preprocessed grid cell Qij with a size of mij × mij . Then, the size of the grid cell Qij is reduced by
half with the increment of the level of scales, which means that the size of the image at the level l is
mij /2l × mij /2l, l∈{1, 2, . . . , Lij }. The resized images are the lth layer of the image pyramid, which is
denoted as Pl in this paper.
Step 2. Detect the edge chains.
For each image Pl ∈P, the edge chains on it are detected by the edge drawing method introduced
in [14]. The process is as follows:
(1)

Computation of the gradient magnitude and edge direction maps. Canny operator is firstly
performed on Pl to get an edge map El . Then, the edge pixels on El are recorded in a set Pl and
roughly sorted in the descending
order according to the gradient magnitudes G, which can be
q
obtained by the formula G =

(2)

(3)

Gx2 + Gy2 where Gx and Gy are the horizontal and vertical gradients

of the edge pixel.
The foremost unprocessed edge pixel in Pl is selected as the initial seed pixel pseed,
whose 8-neighbors are then searched. If there exists an 8-neighbor and unprocessed edge pixel,
we consider it as the next seed pixel and add it into the current edge chain.
The seed growing of the current edge chain is conducted iteratively until all the pixels in the
chain is processed, and then we begin with another edge chain from the rest of Pl . The set of edge
chains on Pl is denoted as Cl .

Step 3. Get the fused edge feature.
To fuse the edge features, it has to get the corresponding edge pixels on the original grid cell Qij
of the pixels in edge chains Cl . The process is as follows:
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(1)

Traversing the grid cell Qij to detect the candidate edge pixel. For each pixel Qij (x0 ,y0 ) of the
grid cell, if there is a corresponding scaled pixel Pl (xl ,yl ) = (x0 /2l , y0 /2l ) on any layer of the
image pyramid is an edge pixel, we consider Qij (x0 ,y0 ) to be a candidate edge pixel. For all these
candidate edge pixels, a mask image with the same size of Qij is created.

(2)

Processing non-maximum suppression [38] on the pixel of the mask image to get real edge pixels,
in which the gradient orientation of each pixel is defined as that of the corresponding pixels on
the original grid cell Qij . The real edge pixels are the anchors.

(3)

Connecting the anchors to get the fused edge feature. We simply go from one anchor to the next
by proceeding over the cordillera peak of the gradient map mountain, which is guided by the
gradient magnitude and edge direction maps.

The obtained edge image of the grid cell Qij is denoted as Eij . Then we serialize Eij to construct
the edge feature matrix denoted by MEij . The serialization process is as follows: scanning from left to
right and top to bottom. If the pixel is an edge point, the corresponding matrix element MEij (x,y) is
recorded as 1, otherwise it is recorded as 0.
3.3. The Generation of Perceptual Hash Sequence
It can be seen that MEij is a 0–1 matrix reflecting the edge features of the grid cells. To eliminate
the conflict between robustness and tamper sensitivity, we perform principal component analysis
(PCA) on MEij for noise reduction and data compaction. PCA is a common transform that is often
used in numerical analysis of matrices [39–41]. It reduces the large dimensionality of image data in
order to reduce the dimensionality of independent feature space.
In this paper, PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality and remove the redundant inter-spectral
information to obtain the principal components of the edge feature. By performing PCA on the edge
feature matrix MEij , the linear correlation of the matrix element can be removed. This means that the
noise can be effectively removed and the extracted feature achieves data compression. The principal
components of the edge feature matrix are then standardized in order to obtain the fixed-length
string. The standardized string is the perceptual hash sequence of the grid, denoted as PHij . All of
the grid’s perceptual hash sequences are put together and encrypted by using a cryptographic
encryption algorithm that takes RC4 as an example to enhance the security with secret key set by user.
The encrypted sequence is the perceptual hash sequence of the original HRRS, denoted as PH:
PH = Encrypt RC4 ( PH0,0 || PH0,1 ||. . .|| PHW,H , key)

(5)

where key is to guarantee the security of the algorithm.
3.4. Forensics of Tampering for HRRS Image
The forensics process of integrity is performed via the comparison between the reconstructed
perceptual hash sequence and the original one: the higher the perceptual hash sequences’ difference,
the greater the corresponding images’ difference. Although the hamming distance is frequently used
to evaluate the difference between two sequences, it is not suitable for this purpose, because the length
of the hash sequence may vary along with the change of algorithm parameters. We adopt the followed
“Normalized Hamming Distance” [27] to evaluate the difference between two hash sequences:
L

Dis =

∑ |h1(i) − h2(i)|

!
/L

(6)

i =1

where h1 and h2 are perceptual hash sequences with L length. It is observed that the normalized
hamming distance Dis is a float between 0 and 1. If the Dis of two perceptual hash sequences of the
same area is lower than the threshold Th , it means that the corresponding area is content-preserving;
otherwise, it means that the content of the corresponding area has been tampered with.
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The forensics of tampering process for a HRRS image can be described as follows: the same
step is used to generate the perceptual hash sequence PH of the HRRS to be authenticated, and the
received perceptual hash sequence of the original HRRS is denoted as PH 0 ; set the threshold Th of Dis,
and calculate the Dis between the perceptual hash sequences PHij and corresponding one according to
Formula (6) to verify whether the content of each grid unit has been tampered. If the image has been
tampered with, the tampered area can be located to a specific geographic area. The granularity of the
tampering positioning depends on the granularity of the grid division.
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Figure 2. The high resolution remote sensing (HRRS) images used in the experiment; (a) image A
Figure 2. The
high resolution remote sensing (HRRS) images used in the experiment; (a) image A
(1786 × 2041 pixels); (b) image B (2455 × 1450 pixels); (c) image C (2495 × 2381 pixels); (d) image D
(1786 × 2041 pixels); (b) image B (2455 × 1450 pixels); (c) image C (2495 × 2381 pixels); (d) image D
(6500 × 4500 pixels); (e) image E (3000 × 3000 pixels); (f) image F (3000 × 3000 pixels); (g) image G
(3000 × 3000 pixels); (h) image H (5000 × 5000 pixels); (i) image I (4200 × 5000 pixels); (j) image J
(4200 × 5000 pixels); (k) image K (4200 × 5000 pixels); (l) image L (4200 × 5000 pixels).
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The more popular image perceptual hash algorithm mainly includes the method based on DCT
(discrete cosine transformation) [9,11,12,24], the method based on wavelet transform [10,13], and the
method based on SVD (singular value decomposition) [18]. We compare the above algorithm with this
proposed algorithm, and the comparison results are shown in Table 1. Without affecting the robustness
of the algorithm, the threshold of the normalized hamming distance of the method based on wavelet
transform is set to 0.01, the threshold of the method based on DCT is set to 0.01, the threshold of the
method based on SVD is set to 0.002, and the threshold of the algorithm is set to 0.10.
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Figure 4. Tampering Test 1: (a) The original grid cell; (b) Removing the object; (c) Appending the
object; (d) Changing the object.

In theory, the finer the granularity of the grid division, the more accurate the tampering location
granularity and the higher the accuracy of authentication. However, it will consume more computing
time and storage space if the grid partitioning is too granular. The granularity of grid partitioning
depends on the specific HRRS image and actual certification requirements.
To compare
the performance of sensitivity to tampering with other perceptual hash algorithms,
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we take several kinds of tampering operations, including removing, appending, and changing the
object. Taking into account the characteristics of data magnanimity of HRRS images, this algorithm
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The more popular image perceptual hash algorithm mainly includes the method based on DCT
(discrete cosine transformation) [9,11,12,24], the method based on wavelet transform [10,13], and the
method based on SVD (singular value decomposition) [18]. We compare the above algorithm with
this proposed algorithm, and the comparison results are shown in Table 1. Without affecting the
robustness of the algorithm, the threshold of the normalized hamming distance of the method based
on wavelet transform is set to 0.01, the threshold of the method based on DCT is set to 0.01, the
threshold of the method based on SVD is set to 0.002, and the threshold of the algorithm is set to 0.10.
Table 1. The comparison of tamper detection.
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Table 1. The comparison of tamper detection.
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4.3. Robust Experiments and Analysis
Robustness is the most significant difference between perceptual hashing and cryptographic
hashing. In this study, if the HRRS images have undergone content-preserving manipulations,
the normalized Hamming distance between the perceptual hash sequences of the original image
and the processed one should be under the pre-determined threshold T.
As format conversion and digital watermark embedding are typical operations that do not change
the image content, we adopt format conversion and watermark embedding as examples to test the
robustness. The format conversion operation converts the original TIFF format image into BMP
format, and the watermark embedding algorithm takes the least significant bit (LSB) as an example.
The threshold Th of the normalized Hamming distance Dis is set to 0 (that is, the perceptual hash
sequence is required to be identical to indicate that the grid has not been tampered). In this paper,
the robustness of the algorithm is described by the percentage of grid cells whose perceptual hash
sequence has not changed. As shown in Table 2, the perceptual hash sequence of all grid cells of the
test image has not changed, which means the proposed algorithm is robust to format conversion and
LSB watermark embedding.
Table 2. The results of the robustness test (Th is set to 0).
Manipulation

Format Conversion
(TIFF to BMP)

Lossless Compression
(PNG Compressing)

Digital Watermarking
(LSB)

Image A (6 × 4 partition)
Image B (4 × 6 partition)
Image C (6 × 6 partition)
Image D (24 × 16 partition)
Image E (10 × 10 partition)
Image F (10 × 10 partition)
Image G (10 × 10 partition)
Image H (16 × 16 partition)
Image I (12 × 16 partition)
Image J (12 × 16 partition)
Image K (12 × 16 partition)
Image L (12 × 16 partition)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

In contrast, cryptographic authentication methods cannot achieve better certification, since they
treat the above manipulation as illegal operations and their hash value would be changed dramatically
after content-preserving manipulations.
Next, the robustness of JPEG compression and brightness adjustment operation are tested.
The threshold Th is set to 0.20. The proportion of grid cells that the Dis is greater than Th are shown
in Table 3.
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Table 3. The results of the robustness test (Th is set to 0.20).
Manipulation

JPEG Compression
(98%)

JPEG Compression
(90%)

Brightness Adjustment
(5% Reduction)

Image A (6 × 4 partition)
Image B (4 × 6 partition)
Image C (6 × 6 partition)
Image D (24 × 16 partition)
Image E (10 × 10 partition)
Image F (10 × 10 partition)
Image G (10 × 10 partition)
Image H (16 × 16 partition)
Image I (12 × 16 partition)
Image J (12 × 16 partition)
Image K (12 × 16 partition)
Image L (12 × 16 partition)

91.7%
91.7%
88.9%
91.1%
92.0%
93.0%
92.0%
91.0%
89.6%
93.8%
89.6%
91.2%

86.1%
84.4%
86.1%
83.9%
86.0%
82.0%
80.0%
85.9%
85.9%
86.5%
85.9%
83.9%

83.3%
81.3%
80.6%
79.4%
83.0%
81.0%
84.0%
81.6%
80.7%
82.3%
81.8%
80.7%

The robustness of the algorithm can be adjusted by changing the algorithm parameters such as
Th . However, if the robustness is excessively emphasized, the sensitivity may be directly affected and
some tampering of the HRRS image may be impossible identified, which affects the authentication
accuracy of the HRRS image.
Since the authentication object of this algorithm is the corrected (geometric correction and
radiation correction) HRRS image, the rotation robustness is out of our consideration.
4.4. Computational Efficiency Experiments and Analysis
The computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm is tested and compared with the algorithm
in [28] and traditional DWT-based algorithm with the same software and hardware platforms.
The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The comparison of the computational efficiency (in seconds).

Image A (6 × 4 partition)
Image C (6 × 6 partition)
Image D (24 × 16 partition)
Image G (10 × 10 partition)
Image L (12 × 16 partition)

DWT-Based Algorithm

Algorithm in [28]

Our Scheme

0.85
1.33
18.34
3.78
7.05

1.56
2.25
31.56
6.09
12.36

4.56
6.71
73.34
17.38
33.12

As can be seen from Table 4, although our scheme has high sensitivity to subtle tamperings
compared with traditional DWT-based algorithm and the algorithm in [28], the computational
efficiency is inferior to the existing research, and how to improve the computational efficiency of
this scheme is one of our future work goals. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the bottleneck of computation
lies in the extraction of multi-scale edge features for each grid cell. The key to improving the computing
performance is how to efficiently extract multi-scale features.
What is more, the computational complexity of the scheme has a great relationship with the
granularity of grid partition and the information entropy threshold T. The finer the grid partition,
the finer the granularity of the tampering location; however, the computational complexity will be
greater. The smaller the information entropy threshold T, the greater the computational complexity,
while tampering sensitivity is reduced.
4.5. Analysis of Algorithm Safety
The security of the perceptual hash algorithm mainly refers to the unidirectionality, that is,
no valid information of the image content can be obtained from the perceptual hash sequences without
the key. The security of this algorithm relies on the security of the cryptographic encryption algorithm,
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and we adopt the RC4 algorithm as an example in this paper. As the security of the RC4 algorithm has
been widely recognized, our algorithm has enough security.
5. Conclusions
For special characters, a high resolution remote sensing image has higher requirements in
data security. In this paper, we have proposed a perceptual hashing based forensics scheme for
the integrity authentication of a high resolution remote sensing image. Different from traditional
forensics methods, this algorithm focuses on the content integrity of HRRS, instead of the carrier of the
content. The proposed scheme extracts multi-scale edge features of the HRRS images to generate the
perceptual hash sequences, in which the adaptive preprocessing is a balance between efficiency and
authentication accuracy, and PCA decomposition is to reduce the contradiction between the robustness
and tamper sensitivity of the algorithm. The length of the perceptual hash sequence generated by the
algorithm changes elastically with the requirements authentication accuracy and the size of the image.
The experiments show that the algorithm can resist content-preserving operations while detecting the
subtle tamper of the HRRS image, achieving high authentication accuracy for the HRRS image.
In future work, we plan to improve the computational efficiency of this scheme and to improve
the robustness against lossy compression while maintaining the ability to detect subtle tampering.
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